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IM SANDRA BENDAYAN. IM HERE DOING AN INTERVIEW

WITH ERNEST GLASER. THIS IS PART III. TODAY IS

DECEMBER 11 1990 AND WE ARE DOING THE INTERVIEW FOR

THE ORAL HISTORY PROJECT IN SAN FRANCISCO.

WE LEFT OFF WHERE YOU WERE JUST ABOUT TO BE MET

BY COUSIN WILLY AND GUESS THIS IS YOUR ARRIVAL IN

SHANGHAI.

This is the arrival in Shanghai.

AND IT SOUNDED LIKE IT IS GOING TO BE QUITE

MEETING.

The meeting was as interesting as the setting. The

setting was that the Conte Rosso the name of the

ship we were on an Italian cruise ship docked

alongside wharf in Shanghai in an area called

Hongkew which was historically the area where

overseas boats would dock. What greeted us as we

came off the gangplank was absolute bedlam.

It was an openair platform that was as long as

the eye could see. There was not only our ship

docked but there were number of other ships docked
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alongside that same quay or pier and not all of them

were passenger ships. Some of them were freighters.

The way things worked was that everything was

unloaded onto this pier which was concrete pier

and customs inspectors from the Shanghai Municipal

Government in white crisp uniforms both Oriental

custom officers as well as English different

nationalties would -- you had to gather your luggage.

They would inspect what you brought in and then they

would either pass it or reject some items. dont

remember what the criterion were at that time for

rejection but it was very loose situation.

would imagine if it was commercial merchandise there

was some duty charged against it. But there were

literally thousands of people milling around. On the

one hand the people that came off the boat --

dont remember exactly the numbers but would

imagine around thousand people plus or minus who

came down and were waiting to identify their luggage

being greeted by their relatives or friends who had

preceded them. So with each passenger having

probably relative it was at least double the

number if not more than that plus hundreds of Chinese
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coolies who were unloading the luggage and the

baggage from the ship and then trucks right on the

pier that would be loaded by transportation

forwarding agents to wherever the luggage was to go.

It was such bedlam. It was just unbelievable and

the scene was so different from what we had seen in

Italy when we left. It was just different world

altogether. Very noisy because the coolies would

carry very heavy luggage or heavy boxes two to

box where they would have bamboo pole between them

and then string that box or crate lift it with

rope strung onto the bamboo pole. And to alleviate

the heavy work they would scream at the top of their

voice in singsong that was geared to the gait that

they had as they were walking along there. So with

people looking for each other hollering across with

the coolies all over the place yelling at each other

with Chinese and Indian policemen trying to direct

traffic in and out of that area it was just absolute

it seemed like absolute bedlam.

And yet within all this we found our cousin

Willy. He had preceded us by something around eight

months or so six eight months. He had secured for
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us room furnished room. So after our luggage

had been identified as recall it was just the

luggage that was on board not our seven crates that

we brought with us. think those we had to go back

the following day to identify them and bring back.

Anyway the man there was an immigrant who had built

up business in being kind of the

official/unofficial forwarding agent for the

refugees man by the name of Nachamstein who was

at that time relatively young man and played really

the role of being the first business contact so to

speak that everybody had. People trusted him with

their luggage and even though he didnt do the

forwarding himself -- he was kind of the in-between

man who brought in crew of coolies and hired

truck to do the work he became kind of an

institution in Shanghai because he practically knew

everybody who had arrived in the city having done

business with them. And in the years to come

everybody that moved used Nachamstein for moving and

when finally in the middle to late 40s when people

started leaving here was Nachaiustein in the business

getting everybody out of Shanghai. So he was in many
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ways manabouttown really.

The next step was then to get from the wharf to

our new humble abode and my cousin Willy being an

old Shanghailander of eight months hailed petty

cab or rickshaw. dont remember which. Either

one of them was an absolute novelty to us. As we

came out of the area really that was fencedin area

of this wharf and there were storage sheds by the way

as well. As we came out of that area the street was

just overcrowded with people rickshaws and petty

cabs petty cabs being where two people sit in

cab -- in an open vehicle -- that is really pulled by

bicycle. man is bicycling whereas rickshaw of

course its pulled and the man does the running.

Its interesting what peoples reactions are being

pulled by another human being and as immigrants we

were at the very beginning very apprehensive not

from the standpoint of being fearful but from the

standpoint of the indignity of another man pulling

you. And yet it wasnt very long before we got over

the indiginity because they didnt feel any

indignity. They felt this was their way of making

living even though as far as could see it was
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horrible kind of livelihood and very competitive

one an exploitive one not on the part of the fare

but on the part of the company that was renting these

rickshaws. Nevertheless many many people found

employment that wouldnt have been employed otherwise

and many of these people were refugees from the civil

war in China.

SO THE PERSON PULLING THE CAB HOLDS TWO ADULTS

No. Pulling is single adults. In the bicycle its

two adults or three at times or two adults and

child or sometimes only one. Of course the petty

cabs were faster than the runners by and large

although some rickshaw coolies had fantastic

running style and were really outstanding

longdistance runners.

The next phase of our arrival was actually

coming to that new place where we would spend the

night. It wasnt far from where we arrived. It was

on street called East Broadway which was main

artery along the waterfront in Hongkew which was

sector that needs some explanation.

Hongkew was an area that had been part of the

International Settlement of the town. dont think
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have talked about the political division of the

town because thats very important. Shanghai was

really three distinct political entities. Shanghai

as western city was an area called the

International Settlement and another area called the

French Concession and third entity was really

Shanghai Chinese Shanghai which surrounded the two

foreign-dominated areas. The Chinese part of

Shanghai -- meaning the Chinese administered part of

Shanghai was at the time we arrived Japanese

administered because it was occupied territory the

Chinese and Japanese having been at war ever since

think the early 30s. But the thing that the war

that brought on the most destruction think occurred

around 1936-37. Hongkew had been part of the

International Settlement. The International

Settlement was an area really prime location. Part

of it was along the waterfront the water being the

Huangpu River and tributary to the Yangtze and then

from there going inland. And the political system

was its kind of difficult to explain. It came

out of the First World War in which number of

countries large number of countries
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guaranteed the political independence of the

International Settlement. Among these were all the

victorious countries of the First World War. As

such Japan was one of them. think it was number

14 states in my mind that guaranteed -- which

Czechoslovakia was one of them as well but it was

mostly British American Japanese. Those were the

three main contributors of troops that were

patrolling the streets and patrolling sectors of

Shanghai International Settlement to keep the peace.

One sector assigned to the Japanese was Hongkew

and Hongkew became involved even though it was in

the International Settlement it became involved in

the JapaneseChinese War because it was an area where

the Japanese were bringing there was along the

waterfront and where the Japanese were bringing in

reinforcements or the Chinese had an entrenched army

there and the Japanese did the bombing. Hongkew was

very badly damaged in 1937. It was very rundown

area and an ideal area for low-cost housing and so

almost all immigrants found their very initial

housing in the area of Hongkew.

The other areas were British area and an
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American area administered zones. The Americans had

the Fourth Marine Corps stationed there as the troops

and the British had the British Highianders. But

there were also gunboats British gunboats

American gunboats in the river not really of any

significance but gunboat diplomacy guess goes

back to the Boxer Rebellion in China. So it has

prestige value.

WAS JUST THINKING AS YOU SAID AS YOUNG BOY ALL

THIS WAS EXCITING

Very exciting.

HOW WAS IT FOR YOUR PARENTS DO YOU RECALL THAT

am going to come to this the minute we get into the

room. The reason mentioned it is because am

trying to give you the location as to where we wound

up and within this location on East Broadway was what

they called lane typical system of building in

Shanghai which were culdesacs in which there were

branches with main gate fronting the street. In

case of riot they would close the main gate and the

whole area behind that gate would be safe.

Our cousin Willy had found us room in one of

those lanes and it was just indescribable as to what
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that place looked like. It was room would say of

the size 12 by 12 with three beds and cupboard or

closet should say and bare bulb. Like my father

said Hot and cold running water down the walls

depending on the season of the year. It had no

indoor plumbing as recall. There was little

courtyard where you had plumbing. It had no toilet

and that was very common all over the lowcost

housing throughout the Shanghai area.

DID IT HAVE AN OUTHOUSE

It didnt have an outhouse. You had honey bucket.

honey bucket was bucket that you used for the

night wastes and you put it out every morning and

about four or five oclock in the morning man with

pushcart would come by to pick it up empty the

night waste and then it was your job to clean it

afterward and be ready for whatever you needed it

again.

What did you do during the day

Used the honey bucket. That was the one place you

know. Now there was commercial value believe it

or not to human waste because it was used in

agriculture. The man of course got it for nothing
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because he performed the service of taking the stuff

away but think that he sold it to boat someplace

that would then take it upriver and sell it to

farmers.

Across the street was bar that was catering to

Japanese soldiers and there was carousing going on

all night. Three or four houses down was house of

prostitution in one direction and three or four

houses down the other direction was another house of

prostitution because this was an area of sailors and

houses of prostitution were just very very plentiful

in that area.

My father and my mother were absolutely

horrified as you can imagine even though they had

been prepared because my cousin had written to them

that this was no picnic that we were going to. But

there is no way to put that in letter form as to

what was waiting for you nor is it really possible to

convey today the kind of conditions under which we

arrived. It was in July and its hot. Its humid.

There are mosquitoes in the zillions. There were

roaches all over the floors at night. Bedbugs are

common vermin and thats really only the beginning
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of it. So the version that my parents had not

wanting to go to bed not wanting to -- really not

wanting to accept this kind of thing and yet having

to accept it. It was horrible situation.

WHAT DID YOU DO FOR FOOD

Well what we did for food was -- and cousin Willy

taught us that very quickly was food wasnt as

much of problem as the cooking. Food you could

buy. There was plenty of food to buy if you had

money -- which we didnt have -- but the way to cook

it was something else again. The Chinese are very

inventive and what they have done in these very tight

quarters -- and am sure they are still doing it

that way today -- is to make small they are like

hibachi stoves except they are not hibachis because

hibachis use pure charcoal. These were larger than

hibachis. They were essentially grating inside

tin can. The tin can was lined with mud and dried

and you would buy either charcoal briquettes like we

have in this country or make your own in which you

took some charcoal and got some mud and mixed the two

and then made little briquettes and put them out in

the sun to dry. And with tongs you would put them on
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the grating and then you had big fan and you would

fan this thing after you had some starter wood

little twigs or something or newspaper. Then you

would put cooking utensil on top of this

contraption. So that it was really wok or tea

kettle for hot water flat bottom. It was very

efficient way of doing it. It was very stinky way

of doing it because you had smoke all over the house

and you really had to do it outside in the little

courtyard there. But since everybody was doing it

there was great deal of air pollution as you can

imagine and it was done three times day

morning noon and evening or at least twice day.

It was difficult to do when it was raining out

because you couldnt keep the things dry and you had

problems in just getting the fire started sometimes.

So that was how we spent the first night. As

recall the first night my parents never turned the

light off because they decided that would keep the

bedbugs in check and keep the roaches going but we

were exhausted and slept anyway think.

As matter of fact we arrived on Sunday and

the next day or couple of days later Im not
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sure when Willy took us to downtown Shanghai where

there was Jewish committee that would then take

things into their hands as the social service agency

really that handled new incoming refugees.

remember taking bus from practically in

front of that lane on East Broadway across bridge

called Garden Bridge which became very important

crossing section into the British sector of the

International Settlement. This Garden Bridge was the

dividing line between the British sector and the

Japanese sector and it was really very interesting

kind of dividing line. The bridge had Japanese

soldier in guardhouse on one side of the bridge and

British Highlander on the other side of the bridge.

The Japanese depending on the nature of the soldier

would either be venting his frustrations as

soldier not having anything else to do to give

bad time to the Chinese coolies to anybody that was

coming across there generally not foreigners or

just letting things pass. Some of them were

extremely cruel. It was very obvious. And this

bridge existed as barrier throughout the time was

in Shanghai except for the period after the war. It
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was main roadblock in way of main artery and as

such it was controlling point for keeping the

Chinese population in check.

There was lot of political unrest underground

terrorism going on at the time and they were trying

to control it through searches body searches and so

on people coming across the bridge. At other times

when there was health hazard like typhoid or

cholera epidemic they would use these crossover

points as place where everybody was either

inoculated against the disease or had to show proof

that they were inoculated and have sample of one

of those inoculation papers.

SO YOU WOULD BE INOCULATED RIGHT ON THE BRIDGE

If you didnt have proof of inoculation you were

inoculated right on the bridge. Interesting sideline --

some coolies would make business out of that. Not

knowing what this was all about go across the

bridge get inoculated go on the other side and sell

the inoculation paper to somebody who didnt want to

be inoculated. There was thumbprint but it didnt

mean anything -- they didnt check it anyway -- and

doing this few times in day. So dont know
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whatever happened to them but my guess would be they

got the cholera or typhoid whatever it was.

The specter on the other side of the bridge was

almost the antithesis of what we came from and

remember my father saying something to the effect

that -- am translating it in my mind now -- to the

effect Well this looks little different here.

You can live here. And the minute you came across

that bridge it was different world. There was

small park to the left and dont remember the name

of the park -- Garden Park thats it. It was Garden

Bridge and it was Garden Park. Garden Park was

lovely little place. It was kind of like

promontory where the Sawshack Creek ran into across

which the Garden Bridge went into the Huangpu River.

It was only for white people. There was sign

Darks and Chinese not permitted. That was Shanghai

in the white area.

On the other side was the British embassy

huge compound of buildings and grounds that was

absolutely taken right out of the Rudyard Kipling

books about the British and India wonderful area.

And the street then fed into street called the
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Bund Bu--nd which was the financial center of the

city with one high-rise next to the other and several

very large hotels among them the Sassoon Hotel the

Palace Hotel hotels that were forty fifty story

buildings. The other buildings along there were the

headquarters of several banks Chinese banks

Japanese banks and the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank

which was really the prestige bank throughout the

Orient.

The other side of the Bund was the waterfront.

Only here you had strip of garden green running

right down the center and jetties that were there for

the departure and arrival of either sampans or small

motorboats that would take you across the Huangpu

River or upriver downriver or to boats that were

located in the middle of the river. It was really

beautiful area and the main streets running through

the International Settlement at least in one

direction were all feeding into the Bund.

The Bund also continued on to the French

Concession which was section that was really

parallel to the International Settlement and it was

an area leased by the French government for long
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period of time. dont remember what the terms

were but it was totally administered by the French

in French with French troops with Vietnamese

troops actually Annamite troops Annalu being part

of Vietnam and the entire system was really taken

right out of French colonial areas like Saigon or

Madagascar. So you had French buses. You had French

signs French and Chinese. Nothing was in English

written in English. Street signs were in French and

it was different world. And yet the two were

really parallel to each other and there was

relatively easy there was really no border between

the International Settlement and the French

Concession.

YOU HAD NO TROUBLE GOING OVER THE GARDEN BRIDGE

PEOPLE HARASSING YOU

As nonOriental you really didnt have problem

until much much later and Ill get to that. So we

came to that part of town. My parents and and

cousin Willy took us off onto side street which was

still main artery and we went up to an office went

to two different places as recall. One was the IC

committee also called the Como Committee. The IC
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is the International Committee. This was committee

that was established by the Jewish community of

Shanghai which also needs little explanation

because the Jewish community of Shanghai consisted

really of three very distinct segments.

First one and the most important perhaps in some

ways at least from the standpoint of welfare were

the oldtimers the Jewish businessmen who traced

their roots back to the opening of Shanghai during

the Opium War and they were opium traders in those

days many of them originating in Baghdad. There

were Jews who had settled in Baghdad during the

Babylonian period and stayed there. Then several of

them who came through India in the 1840s and 1850s

brought trade to Shanghai made fortune there and

stayed and sunk their money into land development

into all different kinds of export-import businesses

and they were really very important part of the

business community in Shanghai. People like the

Sassoon family or the Kadoories and the Ezras and

there were quite number of them.

The second group were people who came as

businessmen from England Germany America and who
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happened to be Jewish and who also were really an

important part but they didnt have the -- many of

them at least didnt have the long-range stability

and they werent born in this area. They came as

businessmen and many of them had the same attitude as

other businessmen You make your fortune and get

out.

And the third group were the people who fled the

Russian Bolshevik Revolution and came between the

1920s and the middle 30s and many of them were

well-established and had done very well.

The Coino Committee was named after man by the

name of Como who was Hungarian Jew and businessman

importexporter who became interested in helping the

immigrants when they first arrived early in 1938 and

had influence with the Russian and believe also the

oldestablished Jewish families. He created this

committee as grass roots kind of an operation. The

purpose of it was to register people to have some

kind of an understanding as to what the needs were

and also act as clearinghouse. For instance many

immigrants had either smuggled money out or had

wealthy relatives in other parts of the world who
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wanted to transfer money over to them. Often they

would do it through the Como Committee because they

knew first as to when people arrived. And they would

really provide number of services including those

that needed medical help at least referral service

as to where you could get help.

So in our case my uncle in America had made

arrangements to send us some money and believe

that was about month after we arrived there that

that money came. And think my uncle in South

Africa also sent us some money. Without it we would

have been in pretty bad shape although believe

that everybody got at least some pocket money through

the IC committee. If you had some money then you

would have to find your own housing as we did at

least my cousin did for us.

If you didnt and there were thousands who

didnt you wound up in what was called heini

which is fancy name home really for poorhouse.

And there were several established by this IC

committee believe with the help of the Hebrew

Inunigrant Aid Society of America and also similar

organization in England. These places were really
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the bare minimum. There were large dormitory style

housing where people got at least one meal day and

where they were under some kind of medical care much

of it staffed by refugee doctors. think all the

doctors were refugee doctors and nurses as well.

So that was really the dichotomy really early

on. Those that had some money were on their own.

Those that didnt lived in heim and there was

obviously great stigma attached to that. So you

tried your darndest to get out of the heim.

Psychologically many of the people be it in the

heim or outside of the heim suffered

tremendously. Some people just couldnt face this

new life and committed suicide and others rose to the

occasion and did fabulously well found ways to make

money one way or another. It was amazing.

One of the things that almost everyone that

brought something did was to start selling things

they brought be it carpet or be it cut crystal.

PERSONAL OBJECTS

Personal objects pictures memorabilia of some kind

antiques often. And the customers for these things

were foreigners that had lived there. There were
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about 40000 Americans and 250000 British. There

were also people from every nationality. Lots of

German nonJews lots of Swedes Norwegians all the

trading nations really. So what many of the

immigrants did was either try and sell it directly or

try to sell it to somebody who then called on these

people to do some selling. You have to realize that

many of those immigrants didnt speak any English my

father included. So it was really total

readjustment to new situation that some people were

just not able to do.

HOW DID YOUR FAMILY DO

Well my father has always been an individual who

looked at the brighter side of things and saw

opportunities where others didnt. It wasnt very

long before he decided that hes going to start

peddling some of the things that we first brought

which wasnt very much and then what other people

brought and he just went on the streetcar and somehow

found addresses of people that were foreigners and

started selling things. will get to some of this

in minute.

So became think right within couple of
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weeks the Como Committee made arrangements for me to

go to an ORT school and become an electrician. It

turned out to be important for me in later life. It

was absolutely useless for me in Shanghai because

there were few outlets for such knowhow. Most of

the electricians were Chinese working for bowl of

rice or little bit more than that but know of at

least one friend of mine who turned that into job

later on working for another immigrant who was an

engineer who set up business rewiring motors and

he worked for that man practically the whole time

that he was in Shanghai.

For me it was lucky break from different

totally unrelated kind of thing. What happened was

the ORT school was just in the very throes of being

started. think was the first class part of the

first class and we were learning how to string wire

and things and was standing on the ladder or was

holding it -- dont know which -- and another

fellow young fellow who was also student was

either on the bottom or the top and we started

talking to each other Where are you from and

What are you doing It turned out that we had the
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same girlfriend in Berlin in two different schools.

She transferred from one school to another. So we

started talking to each other and it turned out that

this fellow by the name of Walt Friendorf at the

Pt
time today its Frazier had very unique

situation. His father was from Hamburg and was

coal merchant in Hamburg with relatives in England

and there was whole line of relatives that had

apparently been all over the world. One of these

relatives happened to be in Shanghai and very

influential businessman. And when the Friendorfs

arrived in Shanghai contrary to all the other

people they were moved in right away into the French

Concession into room that was relatively nice

rooming house and they were given considerable help

by this family. And even though Walter was sent out

to this on temporary basis -- it was really to get

us off the streets more than anything else we

became lifelong friends. We are still friends to

this day and through him had lot of contact with

the British colony that wouldnt have had otherwise

because these people were wellestablished Britishers

who then tried to push him into the British Boy
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Scouts system and got him job with British

company. Actually think it was an American

company stockbrokerage company. And in many ways

through knowing this fellow and being friends with

him became exposed to different world from the

ordinary refugee but in the very beginning was that

we were both there learning our trade as electricians

which came in handy as might as well mention about

50 years later was putting on an addition to my

house. hadnt used it since then.

And we somehow dont remember all the

details we moved. My father wouldnt stay in that

place longer than about month. It was less than

that think and he found room still in the

Hongkew area but away from the water in an area that

must have been nice residential area at one time

with lots of bombedout houses. This was

relatively untouched building that had been bought by

refugee and was sublet to immigrants on Pointe

Road and we stayed there for believe month or

two maybe little longer. dont remember. My

father had his eyes set on how to move into the

French Concession. That was the classy area. It was
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really ritzier area even than the International

Settlement.

HE WAS MAKING LIVING FROM SELLING ALL THESE

ARTIFACTS

No. He knew he had some money coming from America

and South Africa from our relatives and so he was

trying to figure out what his business options were

as to how to utilize this money to turn it into an

incomeproducing situation. Some of the things he

looked at were to open shop in the French

Concession but he had never been shopkeeper

which wouldnt have stopped him if he would see

business opportunity -- but somehow he didnt. What

he finally decided to do was something that looking

back boggles my mind literally boggles my mind.

There were number of new housing developments

in the French Concession and in the International

Settlement as well where you would not have to buy

the building but you would pay high price for an

option to lease the building for very long period

of time like 30 years. So for practical purposes

you did really buy the building and think it had

to do with land ownership. dont know all the
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details. Some immigrants became realty brokers the

gobetween people. And the idea was you rented one

of those buildings with what they called key money.

think they had the same term used in America in New

York. When you wanted an apartment you had to pay

the super something in order to get it. It was the

same kind of thing. When you were there it was the

developer who took the money who was Chinese and then

you had maybe five six seven rooms in that house

and you kept one room for yourself and you rented out

the other rooms defraying the cost of what you had

to pay on rental fixed rental and what you had

surplus over and above that helped you to live on.

So my father pretty quickly saw that there was

this opportunity to really perhaps not make living

but go long way toward defraying your housing cost

and some living cost by investing this money in

place of this type. think showed you we still

have the longterm lease. The lease amount was

eighty Shanghai dollars which was goodly amount

but it was at time it was the same fixed lease for

thirty-year period.

EIGHTY DOLLARS PER WHAT
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Per month. And my father as recall was leasing the

rooms for about twenty thirty dollars in the

beginning per month. So we were ahead and we had our

own room indoor plumbing. We had everything

toilets cold water no hot water and we had

bathtub but no hot water. And dont know whether

there wasnt heater or whether it was too expensive

to heat it but we never had hot water in the house

as recall. We had gas and electricity and it was

in very good sector of town.

DID YOU HAVE CENTRAL HEATING OF SORT

No. We didnt have central heating. As matter of

fact the winters were cold. And the winters in

Shanghai were very cold and the houses were not

insulated but we had gas and we had some wall

heaters but that became expensive after awhile. What

most people used were kind of like hibachi

charcoal heater. There was enough ventilation you

didnt have to worry about suffocating but really

dont remember the details on that. Thats little

fuzzy in my mind.

WAS THERE KITCHEN AREA

There was kitchen area. It wasnt very large but
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it was kitchen area. There were two rooms

downstairs. We rented out one to people neither

husband nor wife liked to cook knew how to cook so

we had the kitchen to ourselves. think they ate

out all the time. dont know. They had shop

very close by leather goods shop and they did

very well. They too had been people who somehow

either had money smuggled out or had transferred

money from relatives.

was fortunate to get job. dont remember

how got it whether got it through the committee

or whether got it from some friends. have no

idea. It was very strange kind of job. There was

what we call soda water factory making anything

from plain old Seltzer water to sarsaparilla and

everything in between sarsaparilla being root beer

English name for root beer. And it was company

that was started by German not Jewish to

serve the German and Swissspeaking community. Much

of that business was to clubs like the German Club

and the Swiss Club but much of it was also to the

individuals in home delivery. People lived in very

high style and there was great deal of party
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giving. There was lot of liquor consumption

because there wasnt hell of lot of other

entertainment. So people were visiting each others

homes. Party giving was big thing among the

foreign community as it is with all expatriates in

all countries. So the problem this company had was

to get the empty bottles back and everything was

being charged and they were not the fastest in

paying. My job as sixteenyearold was to on

bicycle go to these different places and make sure

that we got our bottles back and to collect the

bills. That brought me into contact with very

large number of foreigners mainly German and Swiss

people almost all of them not Jewish although there

were some Jews.

That kind of tied in with my dads making

contact with the same kind of clientele for the

purpose of selling immigrants valuables. And so

here he had the first contact with these people. My

father was born salesman made very close

connections with these people and then of course

gradually all these knickknacks and valuables started

to run out. People sold them. And so my father was
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looking for something else to do and still use the

same kind of business connections that he had

established. He came up with the idea since party

giving was big thing to go into the liquor

business and make liquor primarily making liqueurs.

Now my father had never made bottle of

liqueur in his life. He came up with the idea

think when we had some we had brought money on the

ship and the only thing we were able to buy at the

tail end of the journey was some liqueurs Curacao or

something like that. It was Curacao. So think

that gave him the idea. think it was the first

stuff that he started selling but pretty soon -- you

have to realize there were no liquor laws. There

were no licensing arrangements. There was no Food

and Drug Administration. All it entailed really was

to make an apricot liqueur for instance was to buy

some dried apricots to go out and buy pure alcohol

which was available in five-gallon tins steep the

two together cut it with some syrup and put it in

bottle and put label on it and bottle cap on it

and cork obviously.

WHERE DID HE HAVE ROOM TO DO ALL OF THIS
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In the house. In the house was room and we had

beds furniture and kiboys.

Ki-boys

Ki-boys. Which are the big five-gallon glass

containers in which you do this kind of stuff.

HOW WAS YOUR MOTHER FARING THROUGH ALL THIS

My mother was faring very well. My mother was much

less flexible than my father but she was

housefrau. She was keeping her mind on how to keep

everybody body and soul together. My father was

doing the fanning of the stoves and starting the

stoves or was doing it and then my mother took over

and did the cooking all the dish washing all the

laundry which was all done by hand.

When we moved into the French Concession and

after relatively short time things looked like we

were able not only to make ends meet but actually to

put few dollars away we hired houseboy. So its

kind of yardstick of how well we were doing.

Now the fellow was relatively inexpensive

quite inexpensive but he was taking over because we

had sevenroom house. Six were rented out and we

had one room and they all needed to be cleaned.
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That was part of the arrangements. We needed

somebody to do this. My mother couldnt do it all by

herself. He came through an agency and it turned out

very curious and funny story. The fellows name

was Fritz. Why this typical German name Because he

came from Qingdao which was German colony before

World War and very much German town even after

World War I. He was in his probably 60s by the time

he came to us or maybe late 50s and he had

fantastic references in German and spoke German. He

couldnt speak word of English so his

employability was zilch in Shanghai where everybody

needed to speak English and we therefore got him. He

was way overqualified. He was cook. He was

fantastic housekeeper one that have never seen the

likes of before or after and very very nice guy

very hard-working individual. And his treasured

possession was pocket watch with railroad on it

which Master Hartmann his employer for some 17

years had given him as farewell present when he

left Qingdao.

And so that made things easier for my mother

obviously. So we were going along pretty well.
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DID YOU HAVE ANY SOCIAL LIFE

had lot of social life through my friend Walter.

This family that kind of adopted him was named

Arnold and Mr. Arnold -- Charlie Arnold -- was the

president of the Race Club in Shanghai which is about

as numero uno as you can get in an English society.

And so through him Walter was introduced to the Union

Church Boy Scouts. Then Walter took me along to

that and became part of the Union Church scouts

and that was really made up primarily of Britishers

and couple of Americans some halfcasts. One

assistant scout leader was halfcast meaning

marriage between Dane in that case and Chinese

woman. The scoutmaster was man by the name of

Gordon who was typical Britisher and became

exposed to the British culture which hadnt been

exposed to before. That was very unique just the

two of us in the whole town of Shanghai because

the others who were interested in Boy Scouts had

Jewish troop. There was Jewish Boy Scout troop and

so many many of these refugees joined the Jewish Boy

Scouts and kids my age had little contact with

them.
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had contact with the other side. had

contact with people who -- one of them fellow by

the name of Memmelsdorf happened to be Jewish. His

father came there in the late 1920s as merchant

and 4emmelsdorf went through the whole school system

in Shanghai. And Greek fellow by the name of

Christian Topolis whose father was an

import-exporter. fellow that dont think he was

in the Boy Scout troop but met him later J. B.

Tarter who was part of the Tarter family from India

Tarter Iron Works industrial complex. was rubbing

elbows with people who were well-established there

and we became circle of friends even after we

dropped out --some of us dropped out of the British

Boy Scouts. Especially during the war of course

the whole thing ceased to exist during the war. That

changed things around greatly.

We had gettogethers every weekend. joined

body-building class and met other people there and

there were some girls who were also daughters of

families that were couple of Jewish girls. One

whose father was doctor baby doctor came there

in 1933 or 1934. Another one whose father think
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was communist and had left Germany early on as

political refugee. So we were bunch of about

twelve people fourteen fifteen people -- drifting

in and out who were getting together every weekend

and had great time. There was relatively little

pairing up. It was just kids having good time

together. And as refugee they never made me feel

couldnt invite them to my house but was invited

to all of their houses. There was one Chinese fellow

who desperately wanted to be nonChinese who came

from very wealthy family. Sung Lo was his name

and he became part of that group as well. have

lot of very fond memories of that time.

HOW WAS THIS AFFECTING YOUR ATTACHMENT TO PRACTICING

THE JEWISH RELIGION

My parents were not very religious as you may recall

and was very religious right after passed

Bar-Mitzvah. This started to taper of with the

immigration. It started to change less and less

observant. That was not only typical of myself but

think it was typical of almost all refugees who

didnt have very strong religious background.

Having said that though it is important also
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to mention within the Jewish community they had the

grass roots development very early on. am talking

now about the immigrant community from Germany and

Austria. They had developed number of

congregations burial society. They developed

number of aid societies fraternal organizations. We

are people of joiners think and we are people

who want to be together with other people. You know

life is with people and that is something that

really came to the fore. It wasnt only what you

knew it was who you knew and people started

building connections networking that really took

them throughout the whole time that they lived there.

If you were religious there was really no shortages

as to where you could go to services.

There was also group of very Orthodox yeshivah

buchers yeshivah students who came on

Japanese ship in 1941. And have to tell that story

because it is so unique. This is story thats

unique from beginning to end. These people came from

town in -- believe it was Lithuania -- called

Kovno believe and there was short period of

time in which Germany was at window period at
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peace with Russia. It had already taken over Poland

and there was this accord as to which part belonged

to Russia. Anyway this particular area was

Germanoccupied and the Jews were all in danger

there. It wasnt as yet the Final Solution hadnt

been settled on or maybe it had but it wasnt

instituted. But here was large Jewish community

and new Japanese consul. forget his name. The

man understood what was going on and against the

advice of his superiors issued visas for several

thousand people among them whole yeshivah visas

to enter Japan. That allowed these people to get

railroad passage through the Soviet Union the

Trans-Siberian Railraod to Vladivostok. There they

transferred onto Japanese ship and went from there

to Kobe and then from Kobe on to Shanghai because

there was no place for them obviously in Japan. But

if it wouldnt have been for this man all these

people would have perished in the Holocaust.

Now comes the in way funny part of the

story. They arrived on Shanghai on board of this

ship and its Shabbat. You are not allowed to carry

anything on Shabbat. And somehow they told the
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captain there is no way they are going to leave that

boat on Shabbat and the captain says Look dont

care what you do. You are going to get of this boat

because have to be someplace else and havent got

the money to pay to keep this boat here another day.

And so they were at loggerheads. Somehow they worked

up deal where they ex post facto the captain sold

the boat to the yeshivah. Then they could move out

of their own house and take these along and then sold

it back to the captain. What this Japanese captain

must have thought of dont know but he went along

with the gag and it worked and they were safe.

So left the soda water factory after about

year less than year maybe less than that and

found employment with Russian immigrant who had

necktie manufacturing operation but very successful.

High quality neckties he would sell to the Japanese

department stores not only in Shanghai actually.

The clientele ranged from Singapore to Japan. He

took me on as an apprentice and worked very hard

for very little money but learned the necktie

trade from the cutting to the sewing to whatever went

into it. It was an interesting kind of job for me
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and it wasnt far from where lived so could go

there on my bicycle.

DID YOU GO TO SCHOOL AT THE SAME TIME

was not going to school. was through school.

left the ORT school and that was the end of my

schooling. worked for these people for about

year or so. Then was approached by somebody who

told me that there was job opening. An immigrant

had started necktie factory and was looking for an

assistant. And went to work for him and he too

was very successful businessman. He had been in

this business in Germany and he brought the idea with

him from Germany. He brought swatches of silk tie

material along as samples. Had the idea there are

so many Chinese home silk weavers that make silk for

silk gowns that if he would teach them how to make

silk for neckties he would have an indigenous

industry that he could utilize and he did fantastic

job in lining up several of those manufacturers. He

really made European quality silk ties at fraction

of the cost that they would normally cost because he

didnt have to import the silks from Switzerland or

Italy. So worked for him for probably year or
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so maybe less.

In the meantime my dad kept on doing business

with the liquor business and Ill jump several

steps forward because its kind of an interesting

situation. talked about networking. My father got

to know fellow when we lived in Hongkew who had set

up business in sausage in think selling.

dont think he was making it. But he was kind of

like broker selling sausage and my dad having the

connection to the foreign population the foreign

clientele in the French Concession in the

International Settlement my father started selling

sausage for him as well. And then they needed

somebody to deliver the goods. His son had

bicycle. His son was about fourteen at the time had

bicycle with basket and so the son would deliver

the sausage and the liqueurs to these people. The

sons name was knew him as Werner. His name was

Werner Michael Blumenthal who became the Secretary of

the Treasury in the United States many years later.

Small world isnt it That kept on going very well.

My father was set up. had job and my mother was

taking care of the house and we had telephone.
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And then one day the telephone rang and it was

one of my fathers customers calling and he said

Well what can deliver to you And he says You

can deliver your boy. And it was man who had

called on Swiss national who when called at the

time for the soda factory and he had set himself up

in business and he was looking it was an

importexport company and he was looking for an

apprentice European style apprentice to start in

trading house from the bottom up. So went over

there and there were number of other immigrants he

had hired and he hired me as said as an

apprentice. He sent me to school to learn shorthand

and typing. think taught myself typing but

went to school learning shorthand. remember that.

learned the importexport business from the bottom

up. He was the representative for North China of

Rolex watches Upjohn Chemical Company Rompulawn

another very big company in France chemical company.

It was big operation. So was very fortunate in

landing job that was really sending me on the track

of white collar work really. We had about

twentyfive or so employees in total. It was in one
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of these high-rise buildings in Shanghai in the

Continental Bank Building. think we were on the

sixteenth floor or something like that and started

taking the streetcar to work every day like the

commute was on and learned the kind of merchandise

we were dealing with learned going out to wharfs

when goods were received how to handle customs.

WERE YOU SPEAKING CHINESE

was speaking very little coolie Chinese. Something

that still kick myself around the block for not

ever making the attempt to learn Chinese but it was

really part of the culture. White people by and

large didnt learn Chinese. Chinese were supposed to

learn English and very very few immigrants who

really out of scholastic interest went out of their

way to learn the language. You could get by with

English very easily or pigeon English which many

Chinese spoke.

So the whole thing started to change when Pearl

Harbor of course Germany went into the war. We

know all that. It didnt really change things very

much until December 7th and that changed everything.

And it changed my life great deal. It really
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changed everybodys life that lived in Shanghai.

DID YOUR PARENTS MISS GERMANY WHEN THEY FIRST CAME

WAS THAT HARD FOR THEM

No. Because they knew what was going on there.

There was war there. And we had heard that Jews

were being persecuted. We didnt know any details.

We heard all kinds of wild rumors none of it was

confirmed in any way. But it was war period. The

idea was we went to Shanghai to find temporary haven

to come to the United States. And we got stuck

because the war broke out and the idea was that well

make the best of what we can at the time we are in

Shanghai and when the war is over then well cross

the bridge when we get there and see whether or not

we want to go to the United States and chances are we

do because we didnt see ourselves as longterm

residents of Shanghai unless we became

multimillionaires.

WERE YOU WORKING ON TRYING TO GET TO THE UNITED

STATES DURING THAT PERIOD

We registered. We went to the American consulate who

told us that with the outbreak of the war the quotas

were frozen. So we were stuck. There were very
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few by the way who had come to Shanghai in late

1938 believe who still managed to go to America

because their quota number was called up in fact. We

werent that lucky. So we were kind of caught in

that situation in the war. And with December 7th

rolling by the world changed.

recall going to work on that day and seeing

things all of sudden it wasnt the usual. And as

we were approaching the business area saw Japanese

trucks rolling in the French Concession and Japanese

or Im not sure whether it was in the French or

the British section or the international section

probably in the international section but there were

tanks and you get kind of sixth sense that

something is not quite kosher.

came to the office building and always came

relatively early and there were Japanese officers on

the same floor and the radio was blaring and there

was kind of an elated ambience about it. couldnt

understand word they were saying and they werent

talking to me anyway. You could see they were very

excited about things and then my boss came in and of

course being longterm resident in the Orient he
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was attuned to listening to shortwave radio every

morning and he came in to tell us what had happened.

What had happened of course we all know was that

Pearl Harbor had taken place. But what had happened

locally was also different. What had happened was

that there were two gunboats in the Huangpu River

one an American and one British think an

American frigate and British gunboat. The

Americans surrendered after the Japanese and most

importantly Japanese cruiser and when the Japanese

cruiser told them to surrender they surrendered. It

was silly. But the British didnt surrender. They

fired upon the gunboats until -- obviously the

Japanese boat opened fire and dont know whether

it had any casualties. They were still firing when

the machine guns were in the water but you know

stiff upper lip and so on.

And for the first few days there was really

nothing that was out of the ordinary except that

everybody was on edge as to how this whole thing will

affect us and how it will affect Shanghai.

Then they started rounding up -- the Japanese

started rounding up people who were politically
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important enemy aliens among them Charlie Arnold was

one of the first ones picked up and put into

restrictive custody. But the civilian population

enemy aliens or otherwise were at that point they

had to register but they were untouched and pretty

soon they were all instructed to wear red armbands

to identify them as either British -- for

British for American. forgot. think those

were the two main ones. There may have been some

other ones. And they registered every household and

got around to think taking inventories of all of

the furnishings that every one of these households

had. know for sure they did that. They did that

with the Arnold household and after -- know in the

Arnold household because Walter and went over there

afterward. We saw sticker on the front entrance

that this was enemy property under the jurisdiction

of the Japanese gendarmery and that anybody removing

anything was acting against the law.

WERE THEY ALL GERMAN IMMIGRANTS LIVING IN YOUR HOME

In the home that the people that we rented to

WERE THEY GERMAN

All immigrants. German and Austrian immigrants.
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JEWS TOO

Jews too. All of them.

IT SEEMS LIKE THIS IS GOOD PLACE TO STOP.

Showing documents am reasonably sure that this

is registration that took place right -- well

obviously it was done in 1940 so it was before Pearl

Harbor. It must have been registration with the

Shanghai Municipal Counsel. It may have been just

registration as part of the Conlo Committee although

think we have another one there.

We moved into the French Concession. This is

the registration when we moved into the French

Concession and what is interesting about this it

is in French and in German. So obviously it has

been geared to immigrants would be my guess because

otherwise would have thought that it would be in

English as well as in French if it was general

document. Also what it shows is that we were

registered with the International Committee on the

13th of July 1939. What it does not say as cant

find it on there as to the date that we moved into

the French Concession. It also shows what my job was

as an apprentice and my mothers was listed as
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nothing as housewife.

The top left is part of our registration with

the Como Committee. Its the I.C. Ausweisstel.e

which means identification place where they issued

the identification and this was done on the 4th of

August 1939. Below it is the identification card

that carried with me. Everyone had to carry with

them after the Japanese took over and when we were in

the Shanghai ghetto living in the Shanghai ghetto.

The top right is one of those little certificates

that they issued at the Health Department for

inoculation against cholera or typhoid. dont know

which one of those it covers.

WAS THAT THE TOP RIGHT ONE

Top right one.

THE TOP RIGHT ONE IS THE INOCULATION

Right.


